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Thank you, Yost, and good morning, everyone. It’s great to be here.
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can act.

stopping these homegrown extremists before they
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Intelligence

And baSon wte7 Pve hea^ddurino th?s Il!i7'®
'®' ““'a®' intelligence,
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to be truly great at intelligence, we must get better at collectino

ne^^s to know, among both our federal, state, and local partners, and the pnVate

decade^ bufthlrefs'Slii'^^^
transformation over the pastuecaae, out there is still room to improve and grow.

^
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'^by I decided recently to re-institute the FBI’s Intelligence Branch —which elevates and expands our intelligence program and gives our EAD forIntenjgence. Eric Velez-Villar. a seat at the table with senb? FBI exec^vel I’m

that
'otogi'otion of our intelligence and operations— and
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partners is more frequent more fluid, and mwe thorough —b^^ at the senior ievel, such as in the JTTF Executive Boards, and“fiS squad

Mai^ of the FBI s field offices are also now sharing the results of our Threat

el^ionships and that you will continue to have honest discussions with your local
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some tollghtSalToSe?^ "®''® oonfronting

to talk about next.
® *09®'*’®'^ ®® ® 'aw enforcement family— and that’s what I'd like

Going Dark

Dark..
f®®® ‘ofoy law enforcement is what’s known as ‘Going

. .

y®'^' know, a combination of outdated laws and rapid technoloov chann#a ic
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I like and believe very much that we need to follow the letter of the law tn
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Threats to Law Enforcement

every rli^M -Tn°d iS ^corrremfstere^^^ 3®' ''°™®

duty in this count^
°X^’ « Killed in the iine of

ahvays have the love and support

very serious'ly- an^l^'rf 'f'®
®"®®''® °" '®« ®"f<>f<=e'»ent officers^ssmmm

Just da^^afteMhVsrootoa'^^ ?hTL'’p"® '°
r‘''‘=®

"’°®® “"’® «’®=® ^t^^Ks.

gitives List- and the men and women of the FBI will not rest until he is found.

“Militarization of Police” Debate
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in which^iruse?- whlnlTh!’®

equipment, but rather the context

and h^'l^roff^rs3^^t“er
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o'J'' fellow Citizens are uneasy about their citv’s oolicedepartment having armored vehicles or a SWAT team for examniP Vpt thow fi

Conclusion

As law enforcement leaders, you and I have a lot on our plates. We have hard
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Thank you.
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